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Arts Institute Gallery & Curation Committee 

Wednesday, September 21, 2016 
B135 Lathrop 

9:30 – 10:30 AM  
Present: Faisal Abdu’Allah, John Baldacchino, Thomas Dale, Marianne Fairbanks, Aristotle 
Georgiades, Sherry Harlacher, Kate Hewson, Mallory Murphy, Kirstin Pires, Mark Verstegen 
Absent: Katie Liu, Robin Schmoldt 

Meeting Notes 
 

Item Action Items 
1. Introductions 
• New member: Mark Verstegen has started as the gallery curator and preparator at Design 

Gallery – he is half-time, and was formerly at MMoCA 

  

2. Discuss committee charge / address goals and topics for this year 
• Last year’s charge/goals included: 

o To establish a coordinated vision and plan for gallery spaces on campus 
o To create a vibrant arts community in Madison and to facilitate the exchange of ideas  
o To support and facilitate a greater number of diversity of art shows 
o To advocate for freedom of expression 
o To advocate for new spaces to show work 

Feedback on what to focus on this year:  
• Clarify what we mean by creating a vibrant community – be clear that we are part of the 

community but not extending our efforts to galleries off campus. Also, could we replace 
“create” with “support”? 

• Shared calendar -- critical importance b/c conflicting events means weak attendance 
o First issue: How to not schedule conflicting events 

 Idea -- centralize scheduling to reduce numbers of events to maximize 
audience. Could there be a centralized theme each year across campus to tie 
that year’s art events together and help support/promote each other’s. 

 The UW events calendar is a centralized calendar, how can we get people to 
consult it and tag items as Arts?  

 Could WUD student art committee work with other student galleries to 
centralize scheduling? We can talk to Katie Liu/Robin Schmoldt 

o Second issue: How to increase attendance 
 Need multiple ways to reach out to people to increase attendance 
 Arts on Campus website and email newsletter send out weekly event 

information  
 Arts Inst do research about what the factors are that are impeding people 

attending? 

• Educate constituents about how to enter 
in shared calendar and tag appropriately 
so registers as Arts 

• Share data that we each have about 
attendance patterns and impacting factors 
(Mallory, Kirstin) 

• Schedule a future meeting -- Focused 
conversation with major stakeholders to 
address schedule, and invite Ctr for 
Humanities to join 

• All – please look at all of our 
communications and give us feedback on 
what works and what doesn’t 

• Bring idea of advertising outside of 
Madison up in recruitment committee 

• Bring idea of students curating top picks to 
the discussion of student ambassador role,  
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 Mallory did a survey about the ways in which people find out about ticketed 
events. #1 way is word of mouth and websites; next is press coverage; 
flyering is somewhere in the middle, depends on how well you do it (i.e. 
people won’t read if too much text); social media is reported as one of the 
weakest 

 Create a physical display with a rotating calendar of events at venues – 
Chazen, Union, Design Galleries have these 

 AI should curate the listings – these are 3 things not to miss! A challenge is 
that then AI has to favor some constituents over others. Have students 
curate – students’ choice! 

 Make it competitive – why should we feature your event?  
 We need to train people to come to the info source – draw people in rather 

than pushing info out. If websites are where the majority of our audience 
receive information, how do we train them to always come to our site for 
info. 

 Aris – what about pushing ideas out to the whole state – 
recruitment/awareness  -- Chazen sends press releases out statewide, but 
buying ads is cost-prohibitive 

3. Marianne: Brainstorm partnerships for fall 2017 design gallery 3-D printing design and art 
exhibition 

• Tom Burtonwood 3D printing expert from Chicago will curate – pull work from campus 
and beyond, have connected with engineering, design, art, biomedical. Groundbreaking 
show. Where else could this connect on campus? 

• Could AI include this exhibition in our anonymous block grant? 
• Opportunity for corporate sponsorship? 
• AI will be launching an academic journal, could feature this in it 
• Peter Krsko residency in spring 17 will likely yield connections and audience to share the 

exhibit with 

• AI will have meeting in Feb to discuss 
Anonymous priorities – Kate H  bring this 
to the conversation and share idea with 
Zack 

• Kate H connect Marianne to Peter Krsko 

 
 

4. School of Education gallery 
• School of Ed would like AI to take on the programming of the gallery—how should this 

committee be involved? 
• Do they have a budget for staff to handle it? No  
• We would need a preparator, someone with a discerning eye – need to hire a PA to 

support this; good project for Curatorial or Art students 
• A benefit would be that having a physical location could really help people/students 

understand what the AI is 
• Tom: we need to develop the curatorial studies program before students could be 

committed to supporting the gallery space – it makes sense for AI to host the certificate as 
a cross-college program 

• Mark would like to offer his services as an exhibit specialist – would like to discuss how this 
could work 

• Follow up with Mark on how AI could 
work with him 

• Include preparatory/PA in anonymous 
block grant? 

• Kate H bring discussion of curatorial 
studies certificate to Academic Affairs 
Committee 

5. Online and printed gallery guide 
• Online guide is in progress, will be available after the printed guide 
• The printed guide is being developed to address multiple audiences, i.e. visitors to campus 

who want to see art as well as students needing ideas of where to exhibit 
• Add QR to brochure to easily access website, with more info and images 
• John suggests creating a larger printable version with full map 
• Leave public art image off brochure, but do include prominent link to public art website 

from online list 
• Robin Schmoldt emailed Mallory and added that if we need a reshoot for the Class of 25 

• Deadline -- get this brochure ready to go 
by start of spring semester 

• Relay committee feedback to Cathy 
• Committee to provide feedback on 

whether the photos are appropriately 
identified and credited.  
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gallery photo (featured inside the brochure) that she would give the artist a heads up.  
6. Adjourned   

 

Next meeting: Wednesday October 19, 9:30-10:30am, B135 Lathrop Hall 
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